
Internet Search:

Google search basics:
Search is simple: just type whatever comes to mind in the search box, hit Enter or click the Search button, and Google
will search the web for content that's relevant to your search.

Basic Searches
Google search is not case sensitive, and excludes common words like �“I�” and �“the�”

�“Phrase search�” (�“ �“)
By putting double quotes around a set of words, you are telling Google to consider the exact words in that exact order
without any change.

Search exactly as is (+)
By attaching a + immediately before a word (remember, don't add a space after the +), you are telling Google to match
that word precisely as you typed it. Putting double quotes around a single word will do the same thing.

Search within a specific website (site:)
Google allows you to specify that your search results must come from a given website. (E.g.: .edu, .edu, .org)

VS

Or search for a specific word in a given site:
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Link:
Search for sites that lin to another by including link: then the URL

Related:
Including the term (related: and the URL will search for results that are somehow related to that URL:

The ~ Operator (tilde)
The tilde (~) operator takes the word immediately following it and searches both for that specific word and for the
word�’s synonyms. It also searches for the term with alternative endings.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvDlPiK2Lzo

File type: (type:)
Simply search for what you wish to find and these files will appear in the search results if they are relevant. The file
format is usually indicated with blue text in brackets (e.g., [PDF]) in front of the page�’s title.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3IhmQ1niKA&feature=related

Terms you want to exclude ( )
Attaching a minus sign immediately before a word indicates that you do not want pages that contain this word to appear
in your results. The minus sign should appear immediately before the word and should be preceded with a space.

Fill in the blanks (*)
The *, or wildcard, is a little known feature that can be very powerful. If you include * within a query, it tells Google to
try to treat the star as a placeholder for any unknown term(s) and then find the best matches. For example, the search [
Google * ] will give you results about many of Google's products

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24Ri7yZhRwM&feature=player_embedded
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The OR operator
If you want to specifically allow either one of several words, you can use the OR operator (note that you have to type
'OR' in ALL CAPS).

(...)
Putting ... (without spaces) between numbers searches for numbers in that range

Information Search

Everyday essentials

Weather
To see the weather for many worldwide cities, type "weather" followed by the city and state, U.S. zip code, or city and
country.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Qd0l7vrr6A&feature=player_embedded

Time
To see the time in many cities around the world, type in "time" and the name of the city.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIvFVTqkqfY&feature=player_embedded

Sports Scores
To see scores and schedules for sports teams type the team name or league name into the search box

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seyWkJqEKjY&feature=player_embedded
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Sunrise & Sunset
To see the precise times of sunrises and sunsets for many U.S. and worldwide cities, type "sunrise" or "sunset" followed
by the city name.

Define:
Provide definitions for words, phrases, and acronyms from the Web. Also use the phrase: what is, what are

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWHyo6WuziQ&feature=player_embedded

Flight tracking

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byYQy8AgdSw&feature=player_embedded

Calculator
To use Google's built in calculator function, simply enter the calculation you'd like done into the search box.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiIdsKhOXqo&feature=player_embedded

Info:
Find info about a page

Map:
Quickly call up a map of a location:
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Films
To find reviews and showtimes for films on near you, search for "films" and your location. If you've already saved your
location on a previous search you don't need to enter it again as we will automatically display showtimes for nearby
cinemas.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leIM7kLhTuc&feature=player_embedded

Reference Tools

Book Search
If you�’re looking for results from Google Book Search, you can enter the name of the author or book title into the search
box. Then, click on "Books" from the left hand navigation to view book content. You can click through on the record to
view more detailed info about that author or title.
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Earthquakes
To see information about recent earthquakes in a specific area type "earthquake" followed by the city and state or U.S.
zip code. For recent earthquake activity around the world simply type "earthquake" in the search box.

Unit Conversion
You can use Google to convert between many different units of measurement of height, weight, and volume among
many others. Just enter your desired conversion into the search box and we�’ll do the rest.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4 CWD2zGaww&feature=player_embedded

Currency conversion

Public Data
To see trends for population and unemployment rates of U.S. states and counties, type "population" or "unemployment
rate" followed by a state or county. You can click through to a page that lets you compare different locations.
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Google Safe Search
With Google Custom Search, you can harness the power of Google to create a customized search experience for your
own website. Include one or more websites, or specific webpages.

http://www.google.com/cse/

Example: http://www.tinyurl.com/ottawasearch

Timeline
Travel through time by dragging the timeline or the slider. Click on any event to see more infomation. To access the
timeline you will need to click in Timeline feature located in the left hand bar of the Google search page

Wonderwheel
Google Wonder Wheel is a great feature from Google which allows you to see relevant search results to your query in a
unique semantically relevant and graphically design. e nter your key word or phrase and perform a search. After
submitting the key word or phrase you would like to search for, click on the �“show more options�” link on the top left
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side. The results will be divided in to two screens: Among all the options Google has to offer its users in order to
optimize their search results the Google Wonder Wheel is the option you should look for in order to display relevant
results in a different way.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ah7ZWYjxdM

Google Squared
Google Squared is a new search tool that pulls in information about your search term from all over the Web and then
presents it in a table format.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__INtIXNLmI&feature=channel
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